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SOLO 60/P60 litter bin

Litter bin Solo 60 is a good and simple waste bin 
that is suitable for both the park and the city street. 
The curved sides make Solo visually slimmer 
despite its high capacity. The round openings give 
Solo a soft and modest look. Thanks to the raised 
housing, snow removal and other maintenance of 
the surroundings are simplified.
The Solo P60 litter bin is a legless version that can 
be easily installed on the wall or on the post.

Design by
iseasi
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NOVE litter bin

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

METAL INSTALLATION EXTRAS

Solo 60 is an elliptical-shaped waste bin which has litter openings
on both sides of the product for convenient waste disposal.

Solo P60 is for wall or pole mounting.

As Solo 60 and P60 have no ashtrays it is suitable for places 
where smoking is prohibited.

Emptying: opened at the front with a triangular key. Removable
inner container for litter. The door locks when closed.

The included inner container enables the need to use the plastic
bags and makes emptying safer in the occurrence of broken 
glass.

Raised housing makes the maintenance easier during snowy
weather conditions.

Extery quality without compromise- harmonious design, carefully 
selected materials and engineering considered to the last detail.

The construction is made from hot-dip galvanized
and powder coated sheet metal. The thickness of
the zinc layer is 275 g/m², which meets the EN
10346:2006 standard. 

Material marking in product code:
G-        anti-graffiti coating

The use of the legend on the example 
of Solo 60 with anti-graffiti coating: 
SOL60-G

Anchored to a fi rm foundation.

Anchored to the substructure laid 
into the ground.

Solo P60 mounting on a wall or post.

Anti-graffiti coating - we offer the possibility to 
cover the waste bin with antti-graffiti coating. 
The anti-graffiti coating is repellent to the new 
color and makes the surface of the product very 
easy to clean.

RAL recommendation by designer:

RAL 7016
+ graffiti 
protection

Solo 60 - SOL60 Solo P60,  wall mounted - SOLP60

RAL 9007

Capacity: 60 l Capacity: 60 l
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